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and other places contiguous to apprehend any dissolute fellows that might be found
throwing at cocks, but the coasts were all clear, so that it is hoped this barbarous custom
of the rabble is now entirely left off*, (ibid. 17 February 1768. c£ note 113, Chapter a.)
 (35)	See notes 22, 164,165, Chapter 3 and 5, Chapter 6.
 (36)	c£ the evidence of the Secretary of the Mendicity Society in 1826 on the use of the
workhouse as a test of destitution: *If the officers offer to take a family into the workhouse
and employ the man ... the magistrates have no power to enforce further relief, and a
great many persons refuse to avail themselves of this offer ... and in fact they support
themselves.' Place remarks, 'this is the more remarkable since in many parts of this
kingdom there is in whole parishes not a single labourer who is not a pauper. It proves
very decidedly that the desire of independence is not destroyed in London as it is in the
country. It proves also the advantages that still remain where no part of a man's wages is
paid by the parish', (Evidence to the Committee on Emigration (14 October 1826)
transcribed and annotated by Place, Add. MSS. 27825 (i), fo. 260). London seems to have
been protected against an influx of labour from the country by the over-population of
villages under the old poor law; the people preferred the certainty of maintenance to the
uncertainty of work elsewhere, combined with the possible loss of their original settlement.
'Thousands of instances may be given where the labourers will not stir for fear of losing
their parishes. I think the law of settlement is the great means of keeping the English
labourers confined to their parishes; it appears to them to be running away from their
heirlooms or freeholds.' (Poor Low Report, 1834, p. 157.) On the other hand there was a
terrible influx of Irish labour to London (see note 54, Chapter 3). <£ the evidence of the
Vestry Clerk of Bermondsey to the Poor Law Commissioners: 'there are great numbers
of Irishmen employed-in our parish; but they are only employed because English
labourers cannot be got to do the same work for the same wages'. 'And what sort of
wages are those?* 'Not less than from ios. to 155. a week. An English labourer might live
upon this. But English labourers would have more because they are worth more* An
F-r»g1isH labourer does not require so much superintendence.* (ibid.)
 (37)	The transition is well illustrated by two pronouncements of Colquhoun, one in
1806:
*In a country where almost every year adds one or more millions to the value of
manufactures exported to foreign countries and where the increase of the sale of labour
abroad has more than kept pace with the increase of the population; where new manu-
factures are yearly springing up, and adding to the existing resources for the employment
of the poor, and where the incalculable advantages these nations enjoy over every other,
arising from their "•>«"!«*• situation and the skill and capital everywhere diffused, mflgfr
ensure the decided preference they have obtained over every country in Europe, there
can be little danger of full employment even to an extended population/ (Treatise on
Indigence, 1806, p. 146. For evidence as to war prosperity in London see note 96, Chap, i.)
The tide of the tract of 1818 tells its own melancholy tale: Considerations on the Means
of affording profitable Employment to the redundant Population of Great Britain and Ireland*
(38)	For instance, Hush, the Minister of the United States, describes an expedition to
London east of Temple Bar in January 1818: In the crowded streets *a large proportion
were of the working classes, yet all were whole in, their clothing; you could hardly see
exceptions. All looked healthy, the more to be remarked in parts of the City where they
Eve in perpetual crowds by day and sleep in confined places.* (R. Rush, Residence at the
Court of London, 3rd ed. 1872, p. 51.)
(39)	O. Williams, Life and Letters of John Kchram^. £912, p, 182.

